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ABSTRACT

Reinforcement learning based methods are increasingly used to solve NP-hard combinatorial optimization
problems. By learning from the problem structure, or the characteristics of instances, the approach has high
potential compared to alternative techniques solving all instances from scratch. This work introduces a
novel framework for creating (deep) reinforcement learning environments simulating up to real-world scale
semiconductor fab scheduling problem instances. The highly configurable framework supports creating
single- and multi-agent environments where the simulation factory is either partially or fully controlled by
the learning agents. The action and observation spaces and the reward function are customizable based
on pre-defined features. Our toolkit creates environments with a standard interface that can be integrated
with various algorithms in a few minutes. The simulated datasets may involve challenging features like
downtimes, batching, rework, and sequence-dependent setups. These can also be turned off and simulated
datasets be automatically downscaled during the prototyping phase.

1 INTRODUCTION

Efficient scheduling of semiconductor (SC) fabs remains challenging, as the problem is NP-hard and real-
world problem instances tend to be intractable for many methods due to the size of the problem (Bureau
et al. 2006; Waschneck et al. 2016). The manufacturing process usually consists of hundreds of steps with
possibly different routes for manifold product types, while machines can be allocated dynamically.

The issue became increasingly relevant recently. Due to the effects of the pandemic, multiple sectors
are hit by the shortage of semiconductor parts globally. As a result of the lack of chips, the auto industry
has to halt production temporarily, while the prices of consumer electronics are constantly rising. Besides
costly factory expansions, a better way of increasing production volume is improving the utilization of the
current resources by optimizing factory schedules and developing adaptive methods to handle the dynamic
circumstances and the enormous number of orders (Attinasi et al. 2021).

Deep reinforcement learning (RL) (Arulkumaran et al. 2017; Kaelbling et al. 1996; Sutton and
Barto 2018) based methods demonstrated the capability of tackling large-scale problems that no alternative
algorithms managed before. Well-trained RL agents outperformed previous state-of-art algorithms in
playing board and video games and even reached superhuman performance for some applications (Mnih
et al. 2013; Silver et al. 2016). Recently, solving combinatorial optimization problems (COPs) with RL was
also attempted in several areas, aiming to replace approximation and heuristic methods. The capabilities
of RL have already been proven for large-scale planning and scheduling problems (Guo et al. 2021; Tassel
et al. ; Waschneck et al. 2018), including examples from the semiconductor industry in the chip design
process (Mirhoseini et al. 2020). However, there are many open problems, especially in the case of practical
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applications. In industrial contexts, algorithms must be robust and trustable in handling a highly dynamic
setting with uncertain processing times and unpredictable events like breakdowns and extra work.

However, training RL agents has high sample complexity, and reaching an acceptable policy quality for
large-scale problems usually requires collecting billions of samples. Therefore, to avoid disruptions to the
production process, initial training and evaluation of the agent take place in simulations. In an industrial
context, scheduling techniques tend to be simulated using customized commercial software solutions. Since
these software tools and datasets are not publicly available, researchers usually train agents on smaller-scale
custom datasets (Kuhnle et al. 2021; Suerich and Young 2020). The lack of a universal benchmark suite
makes measuring scientific progress challenging.

We aim to fill the identified gap by creating a RL toolbox based on the semiconductor fab simulator
(Kovács et al. 2022) we developed to compare different scheduling strategies. To the best of our knowledge,
the resulting artifact is the first scalable open RL environment built for semiconductor fab scheduling. The
main contributions of our work are the following:

1. Building on our semiconductor fab simulator, we introduce an open-source tool to create custom
RL environments simulating large-scale manufacturing plants.

2. Our tool supports method development end-to-end, from small scale prototyping to training, eval-
uating and comparing agents on large instances. The bundled dispatching strategies make it easy
to evaluate methods against greedy policies.

3. The novel toolkit makes it possible to measure scientific progress on real-world scale problems and
compare novel algorithms. We equip our tool with the de facto standard OpenAI gym interface
and make our tool freely available on https://github.com/prosysscience/PySCFabSim-release.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the background of our work,
including a summary of alternative simulation tools and RL-based methods focusing on the semiconductor
industry in Section 2.3. Our toolkit is introduced in Section 3, followed by hints for practical applications
and benchmark results of an example evaluation in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and
proposes further research directions.

2 BACKGROUND

This sections covers the necessary background on semiconductor fab scheduling and reinforcement learning.
Additionally, a brief review of available RL-based scheduling approaches and environments points out the
novelty and importance of our tool, compared to the current alternatives.

2.1 Semiconductor Fab Scheduling

Semiconductor manufacturing is one of the most complex production processes (Bureau et al. 2006),
taking up to several hundreds of steps to process a lot until completion, while scheduling is subject to
various constraints and uncertainty. There are multiple classes of machines requiring different scheduling
tactics. For example, batching machines may process multiple lots, while cluster machines process multiple
consecutive steps on a single wafer in their chambers. Factories usually manufacture hundreds of different
products that also have different routes. Development lots contain products manufactured in small quantities
but may have unique routes and more urgent deadlines. Some steps are subject to time coupling requiring
capacity pre-allocation or machine dedication constraints, and the processing times depend on the machine
assignments. Additionally, factory layouts change dynamically, as companies aim to resolve manufacturing
bottlenecks and expand capacities, or machine breakdowns occur. The extent of the problem makes
real-world cases intractable for exact methods. In practice, handcrafted dispatching heuristics are popular
solving strategies for large instances, while bottlenecks and difficult core problems may be addressed by
exact methods (Waschneck et al. 2016; Kopp et al. 2020; Pfund et al. 2006).
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2.2 Reinforcement Learning

An RL agent (Sutton and Barto 2018) interacts with the environment, modeled as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), in discrete steps. In each step, the agent receives a state vector from the environment and
picks an action. Then, the environment performs the selected action, and the agent receives a reward and
a new observation. The procedure is repeated for a fixed number of steps or until the environment reaches
a terminal state, ending the episode. The agent’s goal is to maximize the return, the sum of the rewards
for an episode.

Deep RL (Arulkumaran et al. 2017; Kaelbling et al. 1996; Sutton and Barto 2018) combines deep
neural networks’ capability of learning representations with reinforcement learning. In deep RL, the agent
uses a deep neural network as a function approximator for the policy and value functions. The technique
enables solving real-world scale environments with high-dimensional observation spaces.

In multi-agent reinforcement learning (Buşoniu et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2021), multiple agents interact
with a common environment. The agents’ goal is to cooperatively maximize the global reward (Figure 1).
The environment selects the agent involved in the upcoming decision and presents an observation and a
reward to the agent. The agent chooses an action based on the observation and forwards it to the environment.
This procedure is repeated until the end of an episode (goal reached, time elapsed, etc.). Depending on the
problem, the agents may take actions in parallel, or sequentially, based on the state of the environment.

2.3 Related Work

Deep RL methods have already demonstrated their utility for solving complex COPs. Jacobs et al. (2021)
combine an exact method for a max-min problem with deep RL, where the agent has to learn a heuristic
for the outer maximization problem. During the training process, the reward is defined as the advantage of
the RL agent relative to a default heuristic. The approach proved to solve the capacitated vehicle routing
and the traveling salesman problem efficiently.

Scheduling Domains. Guo et al. (2021) present an RL-based approach for a multi-resource scheduling
problem concerning the optimization of cloud resources. By combining the method with imitation learning,
the training time can be significantly reduced.

RL agent 1

Simulation

RL agent 2 RL agent n…

Agent selection layer

RL environment

Action Observation,
Reward

(a) Multi-agent RL environment. In our tool, the simu-
lation can be separated from the RL layer. The latter is
responsible for selecting an agent and constructing ob-
servations, mapping core simulation by a gym interface.

Machine(s)
Waiting lots
State info

Simulator

Agent selector 
based on 

workstation

Dispatching 
heuristic RL agent

Observation, 
reward generator

Lot selector

Lots to dispatch

Operation 
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Observation, reward

(b) The combined heuristic and RL dispatching frame-
work of our tool. An RL agent can be localized to par-
ticular workstations, while dispatching heuristics handle
the rest of the factory.

Figure 1: Structure of multi-agent RL problems and our environment.
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Tassel et al. () solve the job shop scheduling problem with respect to minimizing the makespan using
a deep RL (proximal policy optimization) based method. The authors use a reward function based on
machines’ scheduled area (utilization) to make the learning process more efficient. The measure shows a
hight correlation with the resulting makespan. The trained single agent outperforms several dispatching
methods on classical Taillard’s instances (Taillard 1993).

Paeng et al. (2021) propose a deep RL-based framework to schedule real-world manufacturing systems,
where product demands and due dates are dynamic. The developed state and action spaces are independent
of varying parameters, so that an agent can handle diverse instances of the problem class without retraining.
A solution using deep Q-networks outperforms meta-heuristics and alternative RL-based methods for
scheduling independent jobs (without sub-tasks), where a job can be processed on multiple machines and
setup changes may be required for switching between jobs of different families. Compared to application
scenarios in semiconductor manufacturing, the solved problem lacks the support of batching machines, and
all jobs are available for processing from the beginning, i.e., each job consists of a single step.

Semiconductor Industry. Park et al. (2020) model a part of the semiconductor manufacturing
process with jobs consisting of numerous operations. A machine with a prescribed setup should perform
each operation, and an RL-based method was proposed to tackle the dispatching problem. When a machine
becomes available, the agent observes the number of waiting operations of each operation type, the setup
status, and the action- and utilization history. Then, it selects the performable operation type. The reward
is designed to ensure that its sum matches the objective function (makespan). Selecting the operation
can implicitly lead to a setup, which is automatically performed on demand. The developed solution
outperforms a genetic algorithm and a rule-based approach on instances with up to 175 machines and about
3000 operations. Smaller-scale instances are used for training, followed by deployment on larger cases.

Kuhnle et al. (2021) investigates a similar order dispatching problem. However, here the agent focuses
on transporting lots between lot sources, and input and output buffers of machines. Then, the machines
process the contents of their buffers lot by lot, so the method is limited to non-batching machines. The
authors propose an RL framework and demonstrate its usage in simulations of two scenarios (focus on
optimizing transport or operation sequence) on small instances with few machines. They conclude that,
contrary to rule-based methods, the RL-based agent (using trust region policy optimization) adapts to both
scenarios well. Notably, the training was performed on custom simulation tools and closed datasets.

3 THE RL FRAMEWORK

This section presents our toolbox. First, we set up requirements to be fulfilled by the developed software.
Second, we describe the base dataset and briefly review our core simulator. Then, we introduce the building
blocks our RL environment creator framework, starting with its general structure, followed by customization
options regarding the actions, reward functions and observation spaces.

3.1 Relevance of Our Toolbox

The reviewed literature shows that previous works evaluate methods on custom simulators built upon
small-scale datasets or toy problems that neglect details essential for practical usage, like batching, or
the capability to adapt to factory upgrades. We instead develop a framework targeting applications in
real-world factories to be a drop-in replacement for rule-based heuristics. The methods to be developed
solve the challenge of adaption to dynamic environments, and use the same interface as the dispatching
strategies widely adopted in industry. Contrary to other fields of machine learning and RL that work with
standardized datasets, making the performance of methods comparable, the diverse evaluation standards in
SC fab scheduling complicate measuring scientific progress and comparing methods against each other. Our
toolbox addresses this shortcoming and provides a uniform framework for experimentation and evaluation.
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3.2 Requirements

Considering the goal of developing a universal benchmark tool to evaluate RL-based approaches on problems
in the semiconductor fab scheduling domain, the design requirements for the devised software artifact are:

1. General:
(a) Simulated instances should be close to real-world scheduling problems.
(b) Open license for all components: both datasets and the software must be freely available, and

only open-source libraries should be used for the implementation.
(c) Examples should be provided to demonstrate the creation of custom environments.

2. Reinforcement learning-related:
(a) Support for various agent configurations: the number of agents and machines families controlled

by each agent should be configurable by the developer.
(b) Customizable environments: the goal of customizability includes the freedom of developers

and researchers to access the internal simulation state, process raw data and compute novel
metrics based on it, while also quick prototyping should be supported by pre-defined features.

(c) Usage of standard interfaces: the OpenAI gym interface (Brockman et al. 2016) and accom-
panying monitoring libraries should be readily integrated.

3.3 Dataset & Factory Model

The semiconductor manufacturing process involves several constraints that make modeling and solving
challenging. Since it is one of the most complex real-world scheduling problems, its unique characteristics
require certain experience to create realistic models and instances of a problem domain. Our goal is
to develop a reinforcement learning framework based on an existing model to ensure correspondence to
real-life circumstances and to enable the validation of the simulation tool.

Based on our literature review, the SMT2020 dataset (Kopp et al. 2020) proved to be our top candidate.
The dataset is recent, available online, and aims to represent circumstances in real-world factories with
routes involving hundreds of steps as well as a large variety of machine families. Additionally, it incorporates
the major challenges of wafer fabrication introduced in (Bureau et al. 2006). The dataset contains high
volume-low mix, and low volume-high mix problem instances, optionally with development lots.

We use a factory model based on the selected dataset. There are multiple products, and each product
has a separate route with hundreds of operations. New lots of a product are introduced periodically based
on the order list. Each lot may belong to one of three priority classes (normal, urgent, super urgent). Each
operation has a processing time, a maximum batch size and an assigned machine family. The variety of
tools includes batching and cascading machines, time coupling and machine dedication constraints as well
as uncertain processing times and stochastic events. For a detailed description of the model, refer to (Kopp
et al. 2020; Kovács et al. 2022).

3.4 Simulator

Our earlier work introduced PySCFabSim (Kovács et al. 2022), the core simulator of the RL environment.
The PySCFabSim tool is an event-based simulator built in pure Python on the basis of the SMT2020

dataset. The experimental results show that the key performance indicators of our software match those
of a reference implementation computed in a commercial simulation solution. In contrast to commercial
solutions, PySCFabSim is open source, allowing to access the internal state of the simulator to extract
metrics required for more advanced decision making algorithms. Its extensibility with plugins makes data
collection easy to implement. With the optimized performance, it is well-applicable for machine learning
training, where millions of samples are required. It simulates two years of factory operation within 20
minutes on a desktop machine (including time taken by the FIFO dispatching policy), with about 40,000
completed lots and 10 million dispatching decisions for the period. The memory footprint is as low as 200
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MBs and instantiating a simulator instance takes less than three seconds, allowing parallel execution of
agents. To enable prototyping and experimenting with smaller-scale instances, an automatic downscaling
algorithm was added to the simulator, generating new instances by proportionally reducing the number of
machines and production lots. While our earlier work focused on introducing and validating the simulator
itself, without detailed information on the specialized interfaces, this work aims to dive deeper into the
details and usage of our RL framework.

3.5 RL Interface Implementation

We develop our RL interface in Python, as it enables direct interaction with the core simulator and makes
extending the framework with new components practicable. Upon instantiation of an RL environment, the
selected dataset is loaded into the memory. Then, a simulator instance is created for each episode of the
RL problem after calling the environment’s reset function. The simulator is extended with plugins required
by the features used in the defined observation space or the reward function. A simulation run is halted
upon reaching a decision point, followed by the invocation of the assigned agent to make a dispatching
decision. Then, the decision is executed and the whole procedure is repeated until reaching a time limit,
or completing all lots (end of the episode). The simulator’s Weights & Biases (https://wandb.ai/) and chart
plugins can be used for monitoring the trained agent’s behavior within the RL framework.

By installing our package from pypi and importing it, a few demo environments are automatically
registered with gym. To use custom environments the DynamicSCFabSimEnv class can be instantiated
with the desired parameters.

An overview of our tool’s architecture is presented in Figure 1, where Figure 1a illustrates multi-agent
interaction with the environment. The agents communicate with a layer transforming the simulator’s general
interface to a standard gym interface by generating the observation space and reward from the simulator’s
inner state. In the reverse direction, the mid-layer is translating the agent’s decision to a batch of lots and
machine to start the lots on.

Figure 1b outlines the behavior of the interface layer. Using the general interface, the simulator asks
for decision based on the machine and the lots waiting for the selected machine. Then, based on the
machine assignments of the agents received during the construction of the environment, the candidate
agent is selected to make the decision. The machine and the waiting lots can be directly forwarded to
the dispatching heuristic which directly sends the dispatchable lots to the simulator. However, for the RL
agent, an observation and a reward have to be generated. The action taken by the RL agent – either a
selection of lot, a lot type or a dispatching strategy – is used to determine the next (batch of) lot(s) to be
started on the machine. To avoid bias, the order of observations in the observation space is shuffled before
passing it to the agent.

3.5.1 Agent Configuration

First, the user needs to define the agent configuration. The framework provides a general way of declaring
both single- and multi-agent setups. When instantiating the environment, a list of agents must to be passed
to the constructor. The agent can either be an instance of RLAgent or GreedyAgent, parametrized by
a list of machines and a list of machine families that the agent should handle. For the greedy agent, the
sorting criteria (either FIFO or critical ratio) can also be defined. A single machine or machine family
should only be assigned to one agent. The machine families not assigned to any agent default to a greedy
agent with the critical ratio sorting strategy. Based on the defined configuration, the simulation is executed
until a decision needs to be taken by an RL agent. In that timepoint, the simulation is halted and the control
is passed on to the RL agent with an observation and reward.

Figure 2 shows possible agent configurations on an example problem instance with three machine
groups. It is possible to create a problem where the same agent controls all workstations and machines
(top left), while it is possible to limit the RL agent’s decision making to fewer machine groups (top right).
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In a multi-agent case, several RL agents can interact with the same environment (bottom left). To compute
a reference solution, the greedy agent can be used on all machines (bottom right).

3.5.2 Action Space

An RL agent dispatches lots by picking an action from a set of available options. Our framework provides
four unique actions spaces, indicated in the upper left part of Figure 3, all representing an entirely different
way of thinking. All action spaces are discrete, so that the agent’s task is to select one action among a
given number of alternatives.

The first option is selecting a heuristic to dispatch lots on a machine when it becomes available. Then,
the selected heuristic ranks the lots in the queue, constructs batches if required and dispatches the lots with
the highest importance based on the heuristic’s priority rule. The available heuristics are FIFO, critical
ratio, setup avoidance and most delay first. The set of rules, so the action space itself, can be extended
with custom and combined rules when creating the environment. The heuristic selection is an action space
with the size independent from the size of the problem itself, making scalability easier compared to other
approaches. The observation space may contain information about the candidate machine and aggregate
information over the waiting lots or operation types.

In the following cases, the size of the action space depends on the problem size (e.g., count of similar
machines or operation types per machine), limiting scalability and adding an extra hyperparameter – the
size of the action space – to be determined before training. Action masking is also required when there
are fewer options available.

The next action space represents assigning a lot to a queue of a machine. When a lot’s state changes to
idle, the RL agent is called to select a (possibly utilized) machine. When the machine becomes available it
selects the first lot from its queue according to a pre-defined priority rule (i.e., setup avoidance, or hot lot

RL agent 3

Single RL agent controls all workstations.
Single RL agent controls 

selected workstation.

Multiple agents control all workstations. Reference solution by greedy.

RL agent

Simulation

RL agent

Simulation
Greedy 

dispatcher

RL agent 1

     Simulation

RL agent 2

Greedy 
dispatcher

Simulation

Figure 2: Interaction of the agents with the simulator for single- and multi-agent setups. Each machine
family can be controlled by a different agent, but the same agent can also control multiple families. The
families not controlled by RL default to a control by the critical ratio greedy strategy.
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Actions

Pick operation for available machine1

Assign lot to machine’s queue2

Pick lot from for available machine3

Select heuristic for available machine4

Reward components

Observation space components
Machine

Next maintenance1234

Setup/processing ratio1234

Idle/utilized ratio1234

Class (batch/cascade/…)1234

Cost of current setup1234

Bottleneck factor1234

Queue length2

Machine family size1234

Count of possible setups1234

Time of setups1234

Count of op. types1234

Operation type / Lot
Available lot count for op.1234

Maximum batch size1234

Batch utilization1234

Steps remaining after op.1234

Lot timeliness1234

Lot idle time1234

Lot priority1234

Processing time1234

Fit before maintenance1234

Setup time1234

Rel. machine performance1234

Remaining coupling time1234

Dense
Timeliness of lots
No of WIP lots
Utilization

Sparse
Lot completion
Coupling violation

Global
No of WIP lots1234

Average utilization1234

No of lot types / routes1234

Figure 3: Pool actions, reward- and observation components. Observation space components denoted with
numbers in upper index are only available for actions with the same notation. Underline denotes features
present for each action, contrary to non-underlined features represented as a single scalar for the action.

first). The agent receives information about a single lot, with information about each selectable machine
and its queue.

The remaining two action spaces allow for selecting a lot, or an operation type to dispatch on a machine
when it becomes available. The observation space may contain information about the machine affected,
and either the metrics of the lots waiting for the machine, or those aggregated by the operation types of
the coming step. Depending on the problem instance, differentiating between lots with the same product
(and route) may not be needed, e.g., in case of low mix problems. In such cases, it is preferable to use the
strategy of selecting an operation type. Then, aggregate metrics are used for each operation type.

3.5.3 Observation Space

The observation space may contain global metrics describing the problem instance or state variables of the
simulator that are independent of the actual decision (machine, available lots, etc). The global metrics can
be used with any of the action spaces.

The local features are computed based on the actual decision, so their availability relies on the selected
action space. For example, when selecting an operation type to start on a machine, only a single machine’s
properties are visible. However, when a machine has to be selected for a lot, the visible information includes
multiple machines. Therefore, for each action space, a different set of observation features is available.

We provide a large set of pre-programmed features for each action type, as listed in Figure 3, making
it possible to define environments declaratively, without the need of understanding the core simulator’s
codebase and writing imperative code. Adding custom features is also possible by creating and installing
a simulator plugin that computes the required metric, and adding a (lambda) function to the observation
space (line 20 of Figure 4) with the required parameters based on the selected action space.
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file:///home/kovben/PycharmProjects/PySCFabSim/exportToHTML/sample_envs.py.html 1/1

sample_envs.py

1    from rl.env.action_choose_rule_for_machine import ChooseRuleForMachine
2    from rl.env.actions import SingleObservationFeature
3    from rl.env.agent import RLAgent, GreedyAgent
4    from rl.env.environment import DynamicSCFabSimEnv
5    from rl.env.reward import Reward
6    from simulation.plugins.wandb_plugin import WandBPlugin
7    
8    R = Reward
9    O2 = ChooseRuleForMachine.Observation
10   P = GreedyAgent.Policy
11   DEMO_ENV_2 = lambda max_steps=100000000, max_days=730: DynamicSCFabSimEnv(
12       action=ChooseRuleForMachine(
13           alternatives=[P.CriticalRatio, P.FIFODeadline, P.FIFOWaiting, P.AvoidSetup, P.HotLotFirst, P.CombinedFIFO, ],
14           observation_space=[O2.Machine.cascading, O2.Machine.bottleneck_factor, O2.Machine.setup_last_at,
15                              O2.Machine.setup_last_cost, O2.Machine.idle_processing_ratio, O2.Machine.next_maintenance,
16                              SingleObservationFeature(lambda instance, **kwargs: len(instance.done_lots), True), ], ),
17       agents=[
18           RLAgent(idx=0, machine_groups=['Diffusion']), RLAgent(idx=1, machine_families=['DefMet_BE_33', 'DefMet_BE_42']),
19           GreedyAgent(policy=GreedyAgent.Policy.CombinedCR),
20       ],
21       simulator_params=dict(plugins=[WandBPlugin()], run_to=3600 * 24 * max_days, ), dataset='SMT2020_LVHM',
22       reward=5 * R.Dense.LotWipCount() + R.Dense.LotTimeliness() + 20 * R.Sparse.LotCompletion(), max_steps=max_steps, )
23   

Figure 4: Definition of a multi-agent reinforcement learning environment. Two RL agents control a full
machine group and two machine families, choosing a dispatching strategy from a pre-defined pool. The
observation space provides information about the characteristics of the machine. The reward is a linear
combination of multiple key performance indicators.

3.5.4 Reward Function

Similarly to the observation space, the reward function can be declaratively defined by combining predefined
and custom reward functions, usually as a linear combination. The predefined reward functions in the
upper right part of Figure 3 can be classified as sparse and dense. The sparse functions only give feedback
for an action when reaching major goals several steps later, e.g., when a lot is completed. In contrast, the
dense reward functions give feedback to the agent immediately, making the learning process more efficient.
However, they are more difficult to design, compared to the sparse functions. The reward function can be
customized by subclassing. Custom and pre-defined reward functions can be combined using operators, as
shown on line 31 in Figure 4. For a more sophisticated reward function, a plugin can be installed on the
simulator, listening to events influencing the implementable reward function and pre-computing features.

A sample declarative environment definition is presented in Figure 4. Using the documentation and the
IDE’s code completion, a new environment can easily be constructed from the pre-defined components,
with the desired single- or multi-agent configuration.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To demonstrate the applicability of our tool, we deploy an agent of Stable-Baselines3 (Raffin et al. 2021).
The library contains implementations of performant single-agent RL algorithms and uses the Gym interface.
To train and evaluate the agent, two instances of the environment are constructed (Figure 5). The training
environment is reset after every 270 days, since it usually takes about 9 months for the simulation to
stabilize in terms of KPIs, while evaluation is performed for 730 days for better comparability.

The agent is trained for 1 million steps on a sample environment, limiting the agent’s decisions to
one machine family (Diffusion) and two machines (DefMet BE 33, DefMet BE 42). Due to the limited
availability of multi-agent RL methods, we use a shared policy network for the agents. Comparing the
performance of the trained RL agent with the critical-ratio (CR) heuristic, the results in Figure 6. show
that CR outperforms the RL agent. The latter was trained using the default parameters without tuning.
The relatively low performance of the agent can be explained by difficulties of connecting the effects
of decisions with long-term sparse rewards. Additionally, due to the uncertainties related to machine
breakdowns and rework, the environment only provides partial observability. In the future, we aim to
develop agents specialized for the simulated problem, to improve the KPIs of the production process.
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rl_train.py

1    from os import path
2    from simulation.gym.progress_callback import ProgressCallback
3    from simulation.gym.sample_envs import DEMO_ENV_2
4    from stable_baselines3 import PPO
5    def main():
6        save_freq = 100000
7        save_path, total_training_timesteps, eval_freq = 'test_file', 10 * save_freq, save_freq
8        env, eval_env = DEMO_ENV_2(max_steps=100000, max_days=730), DEMO_ENV_2(max_days=270)
9        model = PPO("MlpPolicy", env, verbose=1)
10       checkpoint_callback = ProgressCallback(env, total_training_timesteps,
11                                              save_freq=save_freq, save_path=save_path, name_prefix='checkpoint_')
12       model.learn(
13           total_timesteps=total_training_timesteps, eval_freq=eval_freq, eval_env=eval_env, n_eval_episodes=1,
14           callback=checkpoint_callback,
15           log_interval=100,
16       )
17       model.save(path.join(save_path, 'trained.weights'))
18   if __name__ == '__main__':
19       main()
20   

Figure 5: Training a single RL agent on a demo environment with the Stable-Baselines3 library.

Figure 6: Performance of RL agent compared to CR agent: number of on-time lots and count of work-in-
progress lots during the 2-year simulation period. Charts are generated by the tool’s monitoring plugin.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a customizable RL environment integrated into a simulation of the semiconductor
manufacturing process, intending to provide a standardized benchmark suite for RL agents concerned
with large-scale scheduling problems. The environment can be used for benchmarking and evaluating the
performance of different agents within a uniform framework. The importance of the observation space’s
features can be analyzed by retraining and evaluating them in environments with customized observation
space and reward function. We demonstrated the usage of the framework with the definition of a demo
environment and its integration with a widely adapted RL method.

Future Work In the next phase of the project, our goal is to develop new scalable, multi-agent RL
techniques to control a real-world scale factory. We aim to implement this coming milestone using the
RL framework presented in this work. To develop competitive RL-based methods, the reward functions
and the observation space will require additional fine-tuning using the introduced plugin framework and
algorithms. In cooperation with our industry partner Infineon Technologies, we plan to integrate the models
of physical plants into our framework. New transfer learning experiments could be conducted to evaluate
the agents’ performance on datasets with different characteristics. Finally, agents validated on new datasets
can be tested on higher-fidelity simulators used to analyze mature dispatching methods before real-world
deployment.
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